
Wiltshire & District Cat Club Show 
By Carole Gainsbury  

7th July 2018 

Thank you  Lisa for the invitation to judge this year, lovely show with great atmosphere  
thank you to Catlin who cam to steward for me and handled the cats with great care. 

SEAL POINT BIRMAN KITTEN CLASS 170 

1st & BOB Mr & Mrs R E Davies, Carrismoon Midnight Fantasy (SB1 n ) Seal Point Birman 
Kitten Male, born 30.03.2018. Broad strong rounded skull with well placed medium size ears,   
almost round good blue eyes, medium length nose with slight dip in the profile, full rounded 
cheeks tapering to a fairly well developed muzzle, level bite and firm chin. Long body of 
good weight with medium length strong legs and rounded short paws, white gloves both 
finishing at the ankle joint, with the right one scalloped and a little untidy, I debated on the 
day and felt it might be a possibly runner going past the stopper pad, however I gave it the 
benefit of  doubt, with the left one slides off to the side, even socks are white finishing at  a 
reasonably length up the legs, gauntlets broad at the base tapering up and finishing around 
three quarter up the hock, covered by a well prepared silken beige coat with quite a lot of 
shading on the body, the seal mask is spreading around the cheeks and just over the eyes, 
good seal ears and bushy tail, tiny ruff around his face, with a little curly tummy.    

AC RAGAMUFFIN KITTEN, CLASS 177 

2nd w/h 1st, Mrs S O'Sulivan, Filensio Huggy-Bear (RGM a 03 32) RagaMuffin 
Blue Bi Colour Tonkinese Colour, Male Kitten, born 27.03.2018. Just a wee 
baby needing more time and unfortunately at the awkward stage of being all 
over the place. His head is fairly broad, moderate in length with rounded 
contours, the forehead is also moderately rounded, medium in size ears in 
keeping with his head and tilted ever so slightly forward, his eyes are walnut in 
shape green/gold in colour, medium length nose with a break developing into an 
obvious break at the nasal bridge, rounded cheeks and developing puffiness to 
the whisker pads, a level bite and slightly pinched muzzle.  He has a rectangular 
body of a good weight, medium length legs and rounded paws, still developing 
his little fleshy pad to his underbelly.  Covered by a well prepared soft textured 
quiet dense coat at the moment and a plumed tail with a slight taper to the tip. 
When he gets older I am sure he will blossom.  

 

 

 



AV SECTION 2 - SIH ADULT, CLASS 667 

1st Ms U Bikulciute Volganeve Amalia (SIB a 21 33) Siberian Blue Tabby Himalayan 
Pointed Female Adult, born 24.01.2017. Well developed  pretty girl with a sweet expression 
and not much older than the winner today.  Short broad wedge, rounded contours and  a 
slightly domed lower forehead.  The ears are well placed medium size and rounded a the tip 
and nicely furnished.  Large  blue coloured eyes, oval in shape with  a rounded lower line 
and obliquely set. Medium in length nose of uniformed width with a slight concave curve to 
the bridge.  wide cheeks with the cheekbones arch extends to the outer ear base and low 
set,  the whisker pads are moderately well developed and form a gentle rounded line to the 
chin with a level bite and a ruff framing the face. The body is rectangular shape with good 
substance,  strong medium length legs and rounded  little tufted paws.  Covered by a well 
prepared coat with the undercoat soft and fine in texture quiet dense and springy, 
complements her coarser topcoat, full tail broader at the base  with a slight taper to the tip.    

2nd Miss K Brown Myschyfkitz Kismet, (NFO gs 23) Blue Totrie Mackerel Tabby 
Norwegian Forest Female Adult, born 19.06.2017. Triangular shaped head with tall ears 
following the side of the head to the chin. Nice straight profile, with oval shaped eyes 
obliquely set. level bite and a fairly firm muzzle.  She has a long body of a good weight with  
strong legs and rounded paws, covered by well prepared double coat completes her 
topcoat/guard hairs down to her long bushy tail. 

3rd Ms  U Bikulciute Gr Ch Korney Area Love (IMP) (SIB n 03 33) Seal Himalayan Point Bi 
Colour Male Adult, born 08.03,2015. Another well grown boy with a short broad wedge, 
rounded contours  with the lower forehead slightly domed.  Medium  size  round at the tip 
well furnished ears spaced well apart.  Large blue eyes slightly oval shaped with a rounded 
lower line and slightly oblique set. Medium in length nose with a slight concave curve to the 
bridge of the nose,  full cheeks with the cheekbones arch extends to the outer ear, whisker 
pads are moderately well developed and form to a gently rounded chin line, level bite with a 
broad rounded  muzzle.  He has a rectangular body of a good weight, with strong medium in 
length legs and rounded paws, covered by well groomed soft textured fairly dense 
undercoat but would prefer a little more density for perfection today and covered by a 
coarser top coat with rather a lot of shaded to his body, his tail is in proportion to his body 
wider at the base tapering towards the tip.    

X3rd Mrs J Canlin Ch Ragzndreams Diamonds and Purrs, (RAG n) Ragdoll 
Female Adult, born 11.04.2017.  easy to handle girl. 

 

 


